. In 4F, data not shown). In contrast to these severe mitotic defects, the arpc1 r337st mutation does not produce draarpc1 r337st embryos, pronounced actin caps assemble on mitotic exit. However, these caps are smaller than matic defects in the spacing of interphase nuclei ( Figure  4E ). Occasionally, free centrosomes are observed in normal, actin never redistributes to the cap margins, and the caps fail to expand. Late in the cell cycle, actin these embryos ( Figure 4E) The accumulation of Arp2/3 complex at the margins of the expanding caps and the specific defects in actin cap morphogenesis, and the low levels of Arp2/3 function in the arpc1 r337st mutants is sufficient to support assemexpansion and furrow assembly in arpc1 r337st mutants suggest a filament polymerization-based model for cell bly of small caps. It is also possible that actin assembly in the caps is completely independent of Arp2/3. The cycle-regulated actin reorganization in the early embryo. have recently found that Drosophila SCAR is also re-
